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Manufacturing system engineer salary in malaysia

This page is a promotion for ERI’s Assessor Series and is not intended for professional use. Professionals should subscribe to ERI’s Assessor Series. The average pay for a Mechanical Engineer is MYR 128,213 a year and MYR 62 an hour in Malaysia. The average salary range for a Mechanical Engineer is between MYR 90,466 and MYR 160,187. On
average, a Bachelor's Degree is the highest level of education for a Mechanical Engineer. This compensation analysis is based on salary survey data collected directly from employers and anonymous employees in Malaysia. ERI’s compensation data are based on salary surveys conducted and researched by ERI. Cost of labor data in the Assessor Series
are based on actual housing sales data from commercially available sources, plus rental rates, gasoline prices, consumables, medical care premium costs, property taxes, effective income tax rates, etc. Data powered by ERI's Salary Assessor Get a free Salary Report tailored to your job title, experience and location Get a free Salary Report tailored to
your job title, experience and location See how these skills and more can affect pay in our Assessor Series Determine competitive salary levels, compare employee compensation with market benchmarks, and get instant access to reliable salary survey data online. Malaysia Cost of Living Score: Description: Malaysia ( (listen) mə-LAY-zee-ə, -zhə;
Malay: [məlejsiə]) is a country in Southeast Asia. The federal constitutional monarchy consists of thirteen states and three federal territories, separated by the South China Sea into two regions, Peninsular Malaysia and Borneo's East Malaysia. Peninsular Malaysia shares a land and maritime border with Thailand and maritime borders with Singapore,
Vietnam, and Indonesia. East Malaysia shares land and maritime borders with Brunei and Indonesia and a maritime border with the Philippines and Vietnam. Kuala Lumpur is the national capital, largest city and the seat of the legislative... Description: Researches, develops, plans, and designs mechanical and electromechanical products and systems
that may involve nanotechnology. Oversees and coordinates activities involved in fabrication, operation, application, installation, and repair of mechanical or electromechanical products and systems. Activities may involve but are not limited to electric generators, internal combustion engines, and steam and gas turbines, power-using machines such
as refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment, machine tools, material handling systems, elevators and escalators, industrial production equipment, and robots used in manufacturing, etc. Excludes supervisory and paraprofessional level positions. No listings found The average pay for a Mechanical Engineer is MYR 128,213 a year and MYR 62 an
hour in Malaysia. The average salary range for a Mechanical Engineer is between MYR 90,466 and MYR 160,187. On average, a Bachelor's Degree is the highest level of education for a Mechanical Engineer. This compensation analysis is based on salary survey data collected directly from employers and anonymous employees in Malaysia.
ERI’s compensation data are based on salary surveys conducted and researched by ERI. Cost of labor data in the Assessor Series are based on actual housing sales data from commercially available sources, plus rental rates, gasoline prices, consumables, medical care premium costs, property taxes, effective income tax rates, etc. Data powered by
ERI's Salary Assessor Who We Are ERI Economic Research Institute compiles the best salary, cost-of-living, and executive compensation survey data available. View our Products Determine competitive salary levels, compare employee compensation with market benchmarks, and get instant access to reliable salary survey data online. Malaysia Cost of
Living Score: Description: Malaysia ( (listen) mə-LAY-zee-ə, -zhə; Malay: [məlejsiə]) is a country in Southeast Asia. The federal constitutional monarchy consists of thirteen states and three federal territories, separated by the South China Sea into two regions, Peninsular Malaysia and Borneo's East Malaysia. Peninsular Malaysia shares a land and
maritime border with Thailand and maritime borders with Singapore, Vietnam, and Indonesia. East Malaysia shares land and maritime borders with Brunei and Indonesia and a maritime border with the Philippines and Vietnam. Kuala Lumpur is the national capital, largest city and the seat of the legislative... Description: Researches, develops, plans,
and designs mechanical and electromechanical products and systems that may involve nanotechnology. Oversees and coordinates activities involved in fabrication, operation, application, installation, and repair of mechanical or electromechanical products and systems. Activities may involve but are not limited to electric generators, internal
combustion engines, and steam and gas turbines, power-using machines such as refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment, machine tools, material handling systems, elevators and escalators, industrial production equipment, and robots used in manufacturing, etc. Excludes supervisory and paraprofessional level positions. No listings found RM
45,152Avg. Base Salary (MYR)The average salary for a Manufacturing Engineer is RM 45,152RM 9k - RM 97kRM 503 - RM 13kRM 19k - RM 103kEXPLORE BY:An entry-level Manufacturing Engineer with less than 1 year experience can expect to earn an average total compensation (includes tips, bonus, and overtime pay) of RM 30,370 based on 13
salaries. An early career Manufacturing Engineer with 1-4 years of experience earns an average total compensation of RM 39,736 based on 89 …Read moreA manufacturing engineer is an expert in industrial production, who is in charge of researching and developing methods to design, build, and ship various items. They determine the best way to
use a piece of machinery and how the assembly line workers can maximize efficiency. In some cases, manufacturing engineers are in charge of determining what new machinery or polices are needed at a company. Manufacturing engineers work in organizations that produce a number of goods, including building …Read more Operations Technology
Geoscience and Petrotechnical Commercial and Business Internships With progress in infrastructure and technology, Malaysia has bright prospects for engineers from different backgrounds and experiences. If you are a fresh graduate in Malaysia, then finding a job can take some work. But, with the right knowledge, landing your new job could be a
breeze! Whether it's mechanical engineers or IT geeks, Malaysia boasts an extensive opportunity for engineering jobs. Let's take a look at the top 10 highest paying and in-demand engineering jobs in Malaysia. As a world powered by electricity and other forms of energy, electrical engineers are always in demand. Electrical engineering jobs are
associated with developing, testing, and inspecting electrical equipment in various industries. Electrical engineers can get into power engineering, instrumentation engineering, to name some. Average Salary: RM 40K. Having a degree in mechanical engineering can widen your career options. They can gain expertise in thermodynamics, mechanics,
structural analysis, and more. Average Salary: RM 40K – RM 50K With constantly evolving infrastructure, civil engineers are quite sought-after in Malaysia. They ideate, implement and supervise construction projects. Average Salary: RM 40K to RM 70K Companies offering software engineering jobs to techies are at a soaring high. With cutting-edge
technologies like AI, data science, and machine learning, recruiters hardly turn their backs to software engineers equipped with new skills. Here's how you can get a job in the IT sector in Malaysia. Average Salary: Upwards of RM 50K We've talked about Malaysia's continuous infrastructural progress before. This is where civil engineers and
structural engineers complement each other. Structural engineers work towards improving the structural integrity of constructions. Average Salary: Around RM 60K Aerospace/Aircraft Engineers As an aerospace engineer, you can specialize in avionics, aerodynamics, and missile engineering. Design and analytical skills are highly desired for an
aerospace engineering job. Average Salary: RM 50K to RM 100K From our food to fuel, chemical engineering is involved in every aspect of our daily lives. As the pharmaceutical industry is booming these days, chemical engineers are much in-demand. Average Salary: RM 30K to RM 50K Another desired engineering job in the pharmaceutical industry,
biomedical engineers work to advance medical research. In today's times, a biomedical engineering job comes with a handsome paycheck. Average Salary: RM 50K to RM 100K Industrial Engineers are the backbone of any manufacturing unit. They are responsible for conceiving efficient ways to function workers, material, and machines in seamless
unison. From a shampoo sachet to an automotive part, industrial engineers look over different processes in a production unit. Average Salary: RM 60K to RM 100K Oil and gas are the major fuels on which the world runs. Petroleum engineers devise ways to extract petroleum and natural gas sustainably. It is one of the highest-paying engineering jobs
in the world. And same stands true for Malaysia. Average Salary: Upwards of RM100k a year. Engineers make the world run smoothly. Since they play an integral part in our day-to-day lives, the demand for engineers in every industry is perpetual. In a fast-growing economy, engineering job opportunities in Malaysia are aplenty. The pay differs
according to your level of experience and how well you perform in your interviews. Good luck with your job search! You may also like:
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